Chinese prices. and lined up, probably due to high peanut demand seen excessively bullish is in a limbo with limited supply slack acreage into peanuts farming. The 2015 crop is expected to be 15% more than $534/ton which brings other crop stock of 500000 tons, the US 2015 crop is USA4: With a healthy 2014 carryover 2.36 3.6 5060 B xxxx and carry forward crop of 500000 tons, of course at the right price levels. by 4 million ton, we can assume it already swallowed 3 times the volume put together the India's summer crop of 1 million ton from the Asian trade and will continue to do so until the break-even point of China and the supplying country. With China short quality peanuts and today it is the prime destination for all kinds of peanuts. The price variations and vibrations has emanated The key driver for the global peanut economy has always been China. 5 years ago China was a competitive source for good

"Agrocrops' key strength is competitive pricing and exponential volume. investors and better profit margins to our customers."
It wasn’t a bad winter crop 2014 for Bolds, despite having a poor score of 30-40% shortage (between 1.2 & 1.8 billion tons). However for the June, it was an extremely poor performance. As a result it pushed our largest importer (India) upset due to sourcing prices. Although the current local edible oils prices are on a weak note, there is absolutely no intention/rush to liquidate stocks. Prices of bold are lower at present but not the lowest for the crop season. One may be able to make a touch & go deals if lucky with cheap prices, otherwise bulk deals are off the market till prices come back to where it was. Nearly 70% factories are either closed or working on other commodity with their Gold (Bold) stacked up.

With an abundant 2014 carryover stock of 500000 tons, the USA 2015 crop is all set to rise as a bumper crop of the peanut world beating Argentina in crop growth % in addition to $535/ton which brings other crop acreage into peanut farming too & that an ‘X’ factor in the $353/ton guarantee, the national average price could be factored. The 2015 crop is expected to be 15% more than 2014 crop. The current market however is in a limbo with limited supply & slack demand scenario. However the bland price demand seen excessively bullish & lead up arguably due to high Chinese prices. America exports to a tune of 200000 tons of peanuts per year. It is to be seen whether the good news from the US 2016 & 2017 crops are a boon or a bane in the months to come. We feel it is going to put US peanut farming into stress due to oversupply.

2015: It is the year for taking bold risks to achieve high returns. The US market is expected to show good supply due to the bumper crop harvested in 2014. Argentina, Chile, and Brazil will also be contributing to the supply. The prices are expected to remain stable due to ample supply. The demand is expected to remain strong due to the increasing demand from China and India. Therefore, the overall market is expected to remain stable with prices remaining steady.
Agrocrops is a growing peanut & chilli exporter in India with an annual export sales of over 140000 metric tons of peanuts around the world. Agrocrops’ yearly sales revenue is about 200 million US$. As the country's largest peanut handlers, agrocrops is now pursuing large manufacturing capabilities to become a billion dollar company in the next 3-5 years time frame. Agrocrops is backed by strong performance culture across it's 100+ staff members & 2400+ supplier/farmer networks. Agrocrops has won several meritorious awards in the field of exports and is an ISO 22000 certified company.

**2014/15 Growth Stats 2008-2014/15**

- **Revenue**: 390%
- **Quantity**: 202%
- **Clientele**: 200%
- **Farmer/Supplier**: 253%
- **Broker**: 63%
- **Staff**: 261%

**Facts About AgROCrops**

- **Import Country Market Share of**
  - 30% in Philippines
  - 25% in Indonesia
  - 8% in Thailand

- **Is the Only Peanut Exporter in India to Have Farmer Market Licenses of 7 Markets**

- **Own Export Operations in 4 Ports Across India**

- **Record 1 Day Export Volume of 5000 Tons of Peanuts**

**Is A Debt Free Company**

**Disclaimer**: This crop report is intended to provide factual information, but its accuracy cannot be guaranteed. Agrocrops Exim Limited is not a registered commodity advisor and under no circumstances shall any of the information provided be construed as a buy or sell recommendation or investment advice of any kind. The views expressed in any article are solely those of the respective individuals cited.

The authors of this report can be contacted in the following email id: bala@agrocrops.com / chicku@agrocrops.com / sara@agrocrops.com
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